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What is the ARTIGA brand ?
QD : ARTIGA is a brand Taking root in the Aquitaine soil, Taking its inspiration from the  
mountains, ocean, forests and the varied and colourful landscapes, Exuding our knowledge 
and our way of life. ARTIGA is a characterful brand of striped canvases in various versions.

How did the idea come to you to create ARTIGA ?
QD : Creating ARTIGA was a foregone conclusion. I wanted to give a new life to the classic 
Basque red and green canvases, by giving them a contemporary creative touch, and offering fun 
and easy-to-use textile products for our daily lives.

What objectives did you set yourself at the launch ?
QD : The objectives were to perpetuate the professional skills and fantastic sewing expertise
of nimble fingers, and to provide new methods suited to the development of new markets
(tailor-made, export, etc.)

Quitterie DELFOUR

Créer ARTIGA a été une évidence.

MESSAGE FROM THE GENERAL MANAGER 
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ARTIGA IN FIGURES
   ARTIGA NOW REPRESENTS :

11 300
 Facebook fans 

www.facebook.com/artiga.maison

300
retailers
in France

+200 international
reseller

600
product references

per season, including 
30% new

7 ARTIGA MAISON STORES
1 ARTIGA MAISON pop-up store

Arcachon (pop-up store) - Bayonne 
Biarritz - Bordeaux - Espelette - Paris 

Pau - St Jean de Luz

An online
shopping site: 

www.artiga.fr 

100 000 
metres of fabric  

manufactured each year
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ARTIGA : A COMMITMENT

The ARTIGA history began 16 years ago, when Quitterie Delfour purchased a sewing company  
in Magescq, in the Landes (South-West). The new manager then made a daring decision.  
At a time when everyone was outsourcing, she retained the entire production line. This local 
production has many advantages in terms of sustainable development. 

ARTIGA’S DNA

Local production = respect for the environment
= social commitment = more advantages

in terms of sustainable development.

ARTIGA received «French Origin Guaranteed» 
certification in February 2012 from the 
Ministry of Labour which supports French 
know-how and production, both within the 
country and for exports.
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ARTIGA : CREATION AND ORIGINALITY

The permanent collections offer canvases decorated with 7 stripes, 
representing the 7 Basque provinces, refreshed with 

contemporary colours. The capsule collections
favour themes and atmospheres.

ARTIGA offers striped and printed canvases
by the metre, as well as finished products :

Table & kitchen linen
Decorative accessories

Bed linen

Bath linen
Bags and small leather goods 
Espadrilles, etc..

ARTIGA’s passion is for reinventing
and modernising Basque canvas. 

ARTIGA’S DNA
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COMPROMISE BETWEEN REMEMBRANCE AND MODERNISM

Know-how guaranteeing impeccable canvas quality

HOW IS A CANVAS CREATED?   

ARTIGA canvas is completely natural pure cotton or mixed cotton/linen canvas, renowned
for its toughness and inimitable weave. 

The team of stylists and Quitterie DELFOUR choose the thread colours according to the atmospheres 
that they have defined. They then propose different different rhythms of stripes and variants

by canvas widths (large widths, deckchair, espadrilles, etc.

The canvas is still woven – warp and
weft - using its original method.

Stage 1 : CREATION / DESIGN OF CANVASES

ARTIGA IS PROUD TO BE DIFFERENT…
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Stage 2 : WEAVING 
ARTIGA uses weavers in the South-West (Béarn & Tarn), respecting original know-howand 

authenticity. The weave is the result of the interlacing in the same plane of threads arranged 
in the warp direction, and threads arranged perpendicular to the warp threads, in the weft
direction. The interlacing obtained between these warp and weft threads is defined by a 
weave. ARTIGA uses the three main traditional classes of weave (canvas, twill and satin).

It also uses weaves derived from these : woven rib, herringbone.

Toile Sergé Satin Cannelé Chevron

ARTIGA IS PROUD TO BE DIFFERENT…

COMPROMISE BETWEEN REMEMBRANCE AND MODERNISM
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Stage 3 : CUTTING
The cut is generally made using a saw, or with shears to be «grain-perfect».

Stage 4 : SEWING
There are various sewing workstations : stitching, binding, assembly, fitting press

studs or eyelets… until the final workstation, which is steaming.

COMPROMISE BETWEEN REMEMBRANCE AND MODERNISM

ARTIGA IS PROUD TO BE DIFFERENT…
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THE FABRIC COMES FIRST 
Materials in pride of place, MADE IN FRANCE

Artiga fabrics are made from 
100% cotton or cotton/linen 

natural fibres, and are
manufactured in France.

Our striped canvases are not 
given any treatment.

Coated canvas is extremely 
practical for everyday use : 
all it needs is a quick wipe 

with a sponge! Waxed canvas 
is tougher, and is waterproof.

These are our cotton
canvases, each given a

different coating treatment.

ARTIGA OUTDOOR
canvas is specially designed 

for outdoor use. Made of 100% 
solution-dyed acrylic, it is sun 

and rain resistant. It hence 
makes possible all the creature

comforts anyone could ask
for : cushions, deckchairs,

and other accessories 
for outdoor living. 

ARTIGA IS PROUD TO BE DIFFERENT…
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CUSTOMISATION AND TAILOR-MADE PRODUCTS :
ARTIGA’S MANTRA

3 types of tailor-made canvas are available : large widths, deckchair & espadrilles
From classic formats to specific widths, ARTIGA expands the expressive options using 

Basque canvas : tablecloths, deckchairs, espadrilles, etc. 

The close relationships that ARTIGA has with
different weavers mean that it can create

new materials on request. 

ARTIGA IS PROUD TO BE DIFFERENT…
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A FRENCH EXPORTER : 
In 2010 ARTIGA took its first steps into the export market.

•It now has 200 international resellers.

•Exports to Europe, the United States, Australia and Asia.

ARTIGA IS PROUD TO BE DIFFERENT…


